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Methods for Modifying Matrix Factorizations

P. E. Gill, G. H. Golub, W. Murray and M. A. Saunders*

Abstract. In recent years, several algorithms have appeared for modifying the factors of a

matrix following a rank-one change. These methods have always been given in the context

of specific applications and this has probably inhibited their use over a wider field. In this

report, several methods are described for modifying Cholesky factors. Some of these have

been published previously while others appear for the first time. In addition, a new algorithm

is presented for modifying the complete orthogonal factorization of a general matrix, from

which the conventional QR factors are obtained as a special case. A uniform notation has

been used and emphasis has been placed on illustrating the similarity between different

methods.

1. Introduction.    Consider the system of equations

Ax = b

where A is an n X n matrix and b is an n-vector. It is well known that x should be

computed by means of some factorization of A, rather than by direct computation

of A'1. The same is true when A is an m X n matrix and the minimal least squares

solution is required; in this case, it is usually neither advisable nor necessary to com-

pute the pseudo-inverse of A explicitly (see Peters and Wilkinson [13]).

Once x has been computed, it is often necessary to solve a modified system

Äx = b.

Clearly, we should be able to modify the factorization of A to obtain factors for Â,

from which x may be computed as before. In this paper, we consider one particular

type of modification, in which À has the form

Ä —  A -\- ayz

where a is a scalar and y and z are vectors of the appropriate dimensions. The matrix

ayzT is a matrix of rank one, and the problem is usually described as that of updating

the factors of A following a rank-one modification.

There are at least three matters for consideration in computing modified factors:

(a) The modification should be performed in as few operations as possible. This

is especially true for large systems when there is a need for continual updating.

(b) The numerical procedure should be stable. Many of the procedures for

modifying matrix inverses or pseudo-inverses that have been recommended in the

literature are numerically unstable.

(c) If the original matrix is sparse, it is desirable to preserve its sparsity as much

as possible. The factors of a matrix are far more likely to be sparse than its inverse.
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Modification methods have been used extensively in numerical optimization,

statistics and control theory. In this paper, we describe some methods that have

appeared recently, and we also propose some new methods. We are concerned mainly

with algebraic details and shall not consider sparsity hereafter. The reader is referred

to the references marked with an asterisk for details about particular applications.

1.1. Notation. The elements of a matrix A and a vector x will be denoted by

a,, and x, respectively. We will use AT to denote the transpose of A, and ||x||2 to

represent the 2-norm of x, i.e., ||x||2 = (xTx)1/2. The symbols Q, R, L and D are

reserved for matrices which are respectively orthogonal, upper triangular, unit lower

triangular and diagonal. In particular, we will write D = diagfci,, d2, ■ ■ ■ , dn). The

jth column of the identity matrix / will be written as e¡ and e will denote the vector

[1,1, ••,1]T-

2. Preliminary Results. Most of the methods given in this paper are based in

some way upon the properties of orthogonal matrices. In the following, we discuss

some important properties of these matrices with the intention of using the material

in later sections.

2.1. Givens and Householder Matrices. The most common application of or-

thogonal matrices in numerical analysis is the reduction of a given n-vector z to a

multiple of a column of the identity matrix, e.g., find an n X n orthogonal matrix P

such that

(1) Pz = ±pex

or

(2) Pz = ±pen.

This can be done by using either a sequence of plane rotation (Givens) matrices or

a single elementary hermitian (Householder) matrix. In order to simplify the notation

we will define the former as

'is    -CJ

and call this a Givens matrix rather than a plane rotation since it corresponds to a

rotation followed by a reflection about an axis.

This matrix has the same favorable numerical properties as the usual plane

rotation matrix (see Wilkinson [16, pp. 131-152]), but it is symmetric. The choice

of c and s to perform the reduction

c       s

s    —c.

is given by

2 2    j        2
P     =   Zx   + Z2,

(4) P = sign (z,)(p2)1/2    and

Zl + P

0

c = z,/p,        s = z2/p.
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Note that 0 ^ c ^ 1. In order to perform the reduction (1) or (2), we must embed

the matrix (3) in the n-dimensional identity matrix. We shall use P/ to denote the

matrix which, when applied to the vector [zx, z2, ■ ■ • , zn]T, reduces z, to zero by

forming a linear combination of this element with z¡. If / < j, then

P'fZ =

c s

1

u u

z, z.

lz„

Alternatively, if i > j, the (i, /)th and (J, j)th elements of />,-* are — c and +c, re-

spectively. There are several sequences of Givens matrices which will perform the

reduction (1) or (2); for example, if we want to reduce z to ex, we can use

(5) PlPt K-\K~*z   or    P\P\ ■ ■ ■ Pl-xPlz.

To perform the same reduction in one step, using a single Householder matrix,

we have

where

(6)

P =  I + t''uut,

u = z + pex,

t = — p«i    and

p = sign(zi)||z||a.

This time, P is such that Pz = —pex.

In the 2-dimensional case, we can show that the Householder matrix is of the

form

P =
—c    —s

—s       c.

c       s

s    —c

where c, s are the quantities defined earlier for the Givens matrix. Hence, when

embedded in n dimensions, the 2X2 Householder and 2X2 Givens transformations
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are analytically the same, apart from a change of sign. (Although these matrices

are n X », we shall often refer to them as "2 X 2" orthogonal matrices.)

There are several applications where 2-dimensional transformations are used.

The amount of computation needed to multiply a 2 X n matrix A by a 2 X 2 House-

holder matrix computed using Eqs. (6) is 4« + 0(1) multiplications and 3n + 0(1)

additions. If this computation is arranged as suggested by Martin, Peters and Wilkin-

son [11] and the relevant matrix is written as

/ + "i/p

u2/p.

[1 ¡h/u,],

then the multiplication can be performed in 3n + 0(1) multiplications and 3n + O(l)

additions. Straightforward multiplication of A by a Givens matrix requires 4n -f- 0(1)

multiplications and In + O(l) additions. Again, the work can be reduced to 3n + Oil)

multiplications and 3« + 0(1) additions, as follows.

Let the Givens matrix be defined as in (4). Define the quantity

p. = z2/izx + p),       \p\ g 1.

Since s = z2/p, we can write s as s = /n(c + 1). Similarly, we have c «• 1 — ps, A

typical product can be written in the form

(7)

c Î

s    —c

V,

LV2.

c s

jxic +1)    /is —  1.

r

which will be denoted by

y,c + y2s

-yxpic + l) + y2ips — 1).

Consequently, in order to perform the multiplication (7), we form

h = cyx + sy2    and    y2 = piyx + px) - y2.

Note that this scheme is preferable only if the time taken to compute a multiplication

is more than the time taken to compute an addition. Also, it may be advisable with

both algorithms to modify the computation of p to avoid underflow difficulties.

In the following work, we will consider only 2X2 Givens matrices, although

the results apply equally well to 2 X 2 Householder matrices since, as noted earlier,

the two are essentially the same.

2.2. Products of Givens Matrices. The following results will help define some

new notation and present properties of certain products of orthogonal matrices.

Lemma I.   Let Pi+X' be a Givens matrix defined as in (4). Then the product
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D»-l D»-2 d'

is of the form

HL(j>,ß,y) =

Pißi       y,

Pzßi     p$2       y2

Pißi     Pißi p3ß3

Pn-lßl Pn-lß2 Pn-lß3

[ Pnßl Pnß2 Pj3

7»-2

Pn-A-l        7»-l

Pnßn-1 Pjßn.

where the quantities p¡, /3, and 7, are defined by either of the following recurrence

relations:

Forward Recurrence.

1. Setpx = cx/t, ßx = it, 771 = sx/t, 7i = sx, where t is an arbitrary nonzero scalar.

2. For j = 2, 3, • • • , n - 1, set p, = c,nt-u 7, = s„ ft = -c,-,/i7,-i, v, =

3. Setpn = i?,-,, j3n = -<W/>».
Backward Recurrence.

1. 5e//»„ = ir, 0, = -C,_i/*, i?»-! = s._,/ir, 7.-1 = s..x, where iris an arbitrary

nonzero scalar.

2. For j = n - I,n - 1, •■■ ,3,2, set p¡ = Ci/ti,, y,^ = »,„,, 0,- = -c,-!»?,,
■7,-1 = si-iVi-

3. Sei a = cx/ßx,ßx = *.

Proof.   We will prove the lemma in the forward recurrence case; the remaining

case can be proved in a similar way. Assume that the product P^^P^'1 ■ ■ • P3P32P2

ik < n — 1) is given by

(8)

Pißi 7i

Plßl />202

Pkßl Pkß2

Vkßl Vkßi

Pkßk     7*

Vkßk     —ct

This is true for k = 1 by definition. The next product Pt+2*+1/'l+iti>** '

is given by

P,'P,1
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PiPi Ti

Pißl />202

Pkßl Pkß2

Ck+iVkßi Ch+Xr)kß2

Sk+lVkßl Sk+lVkß2

Pkßk

Ck+lVkßk

Sk+lVkßk

7k

Ck+lCk Sk+X

sk+xck       ck+x

If we define pit! = ck+x-qk,yk+x = sk+x, ßk+x = —ck/r¡k, i)k+x = sk+xrjk, then the product

Pk+2k+1 • ' ' Pt is of a similar form to (8). Continuing in this way, and finally setting

p„ = j?„_! and ßn = —cn-x/pn gives the required result.

For later convenience, we shall use the notation

iHLip,ß,y)f = H„(ß,p,y).

The matrices Hr/ß, p, y) and HLip, ß, y) are defined as special upper- and lower -

Hessenberg matrices respectively. In the same way, we define a special upper-tri-

angular matrix R(ß, p, y) as having the form

Riß.p.y)

7l      ßlP2      ßiPz

72 02/>3

73

ßtPn

02P»

7„_!      /3„_iP„

7»   J

The particular recurrence relation used to form HL{p, ß, y) will depend upon the

order in which the Givens matrices are generated. For example, if P„n~ ' is formed

first, then the backward recurrence relation can be used.

We have only considered a particular sequence of Givens matrices. Similar

formulae can be derived to compute the lower-Hessenberg matrix associated with

the sequence

K-iK- p3p2r2~\ ■

We state the following lemma without proof.

Lemma II. Let D = diag(rf„ d2, ■ ■ ■ , dn), Tx = diag(71( y2, ■ ■ ■ , 7»-i, 1), r2 =

diag(l, 7„ 72, • • • , 7n-i) ande = (1, 1, • • • ,_ 1, l)r. Then

1. DHL(p, ß, y) = HL(p, ß, y)D where 0, = Bjd,, pt = diPi, i = 1,1, ■■■ ,n,
7. = ¿,7.M+i, i = 1,1, •■• ,n - I.

1.    Riß, p, y)D = DRiß, p, y) where 0, = 0,/rf,., ß, = diPi, i = 1, 2, • • • , n.
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3. R(ß, p, y) - DRiß, p, e) where 0, = fo/y» i = 1, 2, • • • , n - 1, d, = yu
i = 1, 2, • • • , n.

4. HL(p, 0, 7) = TxHLip, 0, e) = HL(p, 0, <?)r2 w/iere^ = pt/y, (i < n), pn = pa,

andßi = ßi/yi(i> l), ßx = ßx.

5. IfHLiß, 0, 7) = ¿/¿(p, 0, 7) then y{ = 7, and pi = apa 0, = 0,/a/or i =
1,2, • • • , n, where a is some constant.

The next three lemmas show how the product of special matrices with various

general matrices may be computed efficiently.

Lemma III. Let B be an m X n matrix and HL(p, 0, 7) an n X n special lower-

Hessenberg matrix. The product B = BH can be formed using either of the following

recurrence relations:

Forward Recurrence.

1. wn) = Bp, bn = 01w,<1>,i= 1,2, ••■ ,m;

2. w\" = w(rl) - Pi-Xbi,i-X) i = 1, 2, • • • , m,

Sa = 7,-A.,-i + ßM°) J = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , n.

Backward Recurrence.

1. w,(n) = p„bin, i = 1, 2, •■• , m;

2. bu = 7,--i¿..,-i + 0,»f.í)j i = 1, 2, • ■ • , m,

tvj'-" = Pi-Xbi,i-X + wi"   J          y = n, n - 1, • • • , 2;

3. 5,i = 0iw,(1>, 1 = 1, 2, ••• ,w.

Proof We will give a proof for the forward recurrence case. The backward

recurrence case can be shown in a similar way. The first column of B is given by

5.1 = 0i Y bap,,       i = 1, 2, • • • , m.

If we define

ira) = Bp,

or

(9) w? =  YbuPi,        i=l,2,--,m,
>-i

then

5,i = 0iH\a), 1 =  1,2, ■••  , m.

Forming the second column, we have

(10) Bi2 = 7i¿>,2 + 0, Y baPi>        ' = 1. 2, • • •  , m.
i-2

From Eq. (9), we have

n

w¡v — bixpx =  Y buPi,        i = 1, 2, • • • , m,
i-a
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and, if this vector is defined as w<2), then (10) becomes

5,2 = yxbix + 02h\<2),       i = 1,2, ■■• ,m.

The other columns of B are formed in exactly the same way.

The backward recurrence is more efficient, unless the product Bp is known a priori.

It is also more convenient if B occupies the same storage as B.

The forward and backward recurrence relations require approximately 75% of

the work necessary to form the same product by successively multiplying B by each

of the individual Givens matrices. Since HL(p, 0, 7) is an orthogonal matrix, there

exists a vector v such that HL(p, 0, y)v = aex, and we can regard HL'p, 0, 7) as the

matrix which reduces v to aex. An equivalent reduction can be obtained by multi-

plying v by a single Householder matrix. If we have a product of the form

u tr,w   aw  «.Oh u t~M   /3<r)   - (r>-.D
Hl(P     , ß     ,7    ) • • • HLip     ,0    ,7    )B,

the computational effort involved in applying Lemma III is less than that using a

similar product of the equivalent Householder matrices. This is because for D, a

certain diagonal matrix, the product can be written as

DHLipw,ßw,e)-- HL(pir),ßM,e)B

using Lemma II, parts 1 and 4.

Lemma IV. Let R be an upper-triangular matrix and Huiß, p, 7) a special upper-

Hessenberg matrix. The product H = Hviß, p, y)R is an upper-Hessenberg matrix

which can be determined using either of the following recurrence relations:

Forward Recurrence.

1. Setww = RTp,

ha = 01>v,a),        / = 1,2, •••  ,n.

2. For i = 2, 3, • • • , n, set

5,-.,-i = 7,-ir,_1,i_1,

[ ,       J = 1, t + I, ■■■ , n.

hi.i = 7.-ir.-i.i + ßt»\n\

Backward Recurrence.
1     W   (">   =   n  r
1"    "71 yn'nrf

2. For i = n, n — I, ■ ■ ■ , 3,1, set

5,,i-i = 7.-ir.-i,.-i,        H\-L7n = p,_jTi-i.i-u

5„ = 7.-ir,-i.i + 0.H>,V)

w,'~V = Pi-iTi-,,, + w\l)

3. h,i = ßiWi{1), j = 1,1, ■  ■ ,n.

Proof.   This lemma is proved in a similar way to Lemma III.

Lemma V.   Let R be upper-triangular and Riß, p, 7) a special upper-triangular

matrix. The product R = Riß, p, y)R can be found using either of the following recur-

i = i,i+ 1, • n.
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rence relations:

Forward Recurrence.
1. &iwai = RTp.

1.   For i = 1, 2, • • ■ , n, set

fa  = 7.r,.>

C.'+l) (i)
w, =  w¡     - pfi,

ri7 = yjij + ßiW,

Backward Recurrence.

1. For i = n, n — 1, •  -, 1, set

»v,-'1 = Pfii,       r,, =

fu = 7ir„- + ß<*"*U

*}" = wï+1) + PSu

The forward recurrence relation can be formulated in the following alternative

manner:

1. Setw11' = RTp.

2. For i = 1, 2, • • • , n, set

fu = TV«.

WÏ+» = *,«> - Piru 1 ....
^ ,        J = i + 1, ■ ■ ■ , n.

fu   =   (7.   -  ßiPi>4,  + ßM")

This formulation requires an additional n2/2 multiplications. It has been shown by

Gentleman [4] that the use of the more efficient relationship can lead to numerical

instabilities in certain applications.

If the products of n 1 X 2 Givens matrices are accumulated into a single special

matrix, it has been demonstrated in Lemmas I-V how certain savings can be made

in subsequent computations. The nature of the forward and backward recurrence

relations are such that, when a value of s, is very small, underflow could occur in the

subsequent computation of ij,-. This will result in a division by zero during the com-

putation of the next 0,. It will be shown in the following section how this difficulty

can be avoided by judicious choice of the scalar it.

In certain applications, the vector v which is such that

Huiß,P,y)v = IMl2<?i

is known. Since Hviß, p, y) is orthogonal, we have, from its definition, that

Hviß,p,y)THuiß,p,y)v= \\v\\2 Hv(ß, p, y)Tex = ||o||. HLip, 0, y)ex

which gives v = ßx\\v\\2p, and the vector v is parallel to the vector p. If the value of t

is chosen as ir = cx/vx, then the vector p is equal to v. If p, denotes the quantity

defined at (4), this gives the modified algorithm:

Backward Recurrence.

1. Set 0„ = -c„_i/p¿, 7n-i = *«-i.

2. For ;' = n - I, ■ ■ • , 3, 2, set 0, = -c,.,/p„ 7,-1 = J<-i.

3. Set 0, = d/p, = 1/p,.

j = /+ l,i+ 2, , n.

7.r,.,

j = i+ l,i+ 2, ■■■ ,n.
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In the cases where v¡ is not known a priori, it can be set at 2"', where the com-

putation is carried out on a machine with a l-digit binary mantissa. Since the value

of 77, is such that

Vi = íí*f-i • • • SiA

during forward recurrence, and

Vi = ¥í+i ' • • *»-iA

during backward recurrence, this choice of x is such that 77, is unlikely to underflow.

If even this strategy is insufficient, the product of the Givens matrices can be

split into subproducts. For example, if at the kth product, r¡k is intolerably small,

we can form the subproduct:

0

0

HLip',ß',y')

"k+l

HLip",ß",y") ,   0
....   ._,__

where HLip', 0', 7') and HLip", ß", 7") are smaller special matrices of dimension

(n — k) X (n — k) and k X k, respectively. Clearly, a product of separate Givens

matrices can be viewed as being a product of special matrices in which a "split"

has occurred at every step. Each element in the subproduct is an individual Givens

matrix.

3. Modification of the Cholesky Factor. In this section, we consider the case

where a symmetric positive definite matrix A is modified by a symmetric matrix of

rank one, i.e., we have

Ä =  A + azz .

Assuming that the Cholesky factors of A are known, viz. A = LDLT, we wish to

determine the factors

Ä = LDU.

It is necessary to make the assumption that A and À are positive definite since other-

wise the algorithms for determining the modified factors are numerically unstable,

even if the factorization of Ä exists. Several alternative algorithms will be presented

and comments made upon their relative merits. Any of these general methods can

be applied when A is of the form A = BTB and rows or columns of the matrix B

are being added or deleted. In this case, it may be better to use specialized methods

which modify the orthogonal factorization of B:

QB =
R

0

The reader is referred to Section 5 for further details. The methods in this section

are all based upon the fundamental equality

A + azz    = L(D -\- app )L

where Lp = z, and p is obtained from z by a forward substitution. If we form the
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factorization

(11) D + appT = LÛLT,

the required modified Cholesky factors are of the form

Ä = LLÙLTLT

giving

L = LL    and    D = Ù,

since the product of two lower-triangular matrices is a lower-triangular matrix. The

manner in which the factorization (11) is performed will characterize a particular

method.

Method Cl. Using Classical Cholesky Factorization. The Cholesky factoriza-

tion of D + appT can be formed directly. We will use this method to prove inductively

that L is special.
Assume at the jth stage of the computation that

(12) I. = Prß.,       r = j, j + 1, ••• , n;s = 1, 2, •■• , j - I,

and that all these elements have been determined. Explicitly forming the jth column

of LdU gives the following equations for 3, and lri, r = j + 1, • • • , n:

(13) Y àfii + 3, = di + ap2
¿-i

and

í-i
(14) Y Main + djhj = apipr,        r = j + 1, • • • , n.

7-1

Using Eq. (12) with (13) and (14) gives

i-i
p) £ 0¿^i + d, = d¡ + ap2

¿-i

and

í-i
PiPr Y äiß] + dili = apiPr,        r = j + 1, • • • , n.

7-1

From the last equation, we have

lri = | [a - Y äißijPr,       r - j + 1, •• - , n,

and defining

"< -1 [- - S *<*]
gives lri = prßj. Hence, the subdiagonal elements of the y'th column of L are multi-

ples of the corresponding elements of the vector p.

Now forming the first column of LDU, we obtain the equations
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<?i  =  dx + a/72,

djri = apiPr,        r = 2, ■ ■• ,n,

which shows that the subdiagonal elements of the first column of L are multiples

of the corresponding elements of p. Consequently, we have proved by induction

that L is special.
This result implies that we need only compute the values of 3,-, 0,, j = 1, • • • , n,

in order to obtain the factorization of D + otppT. In practice, we define the auxiliary

quantity

i-i
OLj = a —  Y aiß*.

i-l

The recurrence relations for a„ 3, and 0, then become

ax = a

2*
<?, = d, + a,Pi

0, = a,p,/a,

a,+i = otjdi/d,

j = 1, 2, ••• , n.

The product L = LL can be computed in terms of the 0, by forward recurrence

using Lemma V. Note that L and L are both unit lower-triangular matrices and that

this results in some simplification of the algorithm. The vector w(1> needed to initialize

the recurrence relations is known since wn) = Lp = z. Also, each of the vectors

wU) (j = 1,2, • • • , n) can be obtained during the y'th stage of the initial back sub-

stitution Lp = z, since

n i-l

Wrn  =   Y lriPi  = zr —   Y lriPi, r = j, j + 1, • • •  , n.
i-i i-l

The final recurrence relations for modifying L and D are as follows:

Algorithm CI.
1. Define ax = a, wn) = z.

2. For j = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n, compute

Pi - »,"',

d, = d, + otjp2,

ßi = Pi<*i/d¡,

a,+i = djOtj/d,,

»r1' = *<" - p,U, 1
> ,        r - j + 1, , n.

ïri = lri + ßiWri+1)]

Using the expression for wr(' + 1), we can rearrange the equation for lr, in the

form

I, = lr, + ßi(wln - PiLi)

= il- ßiPi)lri + ß,w{r°

= (</,/*,)/,, + ß,w?\
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which is the form of the algorithm given by Gill and Murray [5]. However, this

increases the number of multiplications by 50%.

One of the earliest papers devoted to modifying matrix factorizations is that by

Bennett [2], in which LDU factors are updated following a rank m modification:

LDÜ = LDU + XCYT,

where X, Y are n X m and C is m X m. It should be noted that

(i) the algorithm given by Bennett is numerically stable only when L = UT,

X = Y and both D and D are positive definite, and

(ii) Algorithm Cl is almost identical to the special case of Bennett's algorithm

when m = 1, C = a and X = Y = z.

The number of operations necessary to compute the modified factorization using

Algorithm Cl is n2 + 0(n) multiplications and n2 + 0(n) additions.

If the matrix A is sufficiently positive definite, that is, its smallest eigenvalue is

sufficiently large relative to some norm of Ä, then Algorithm Cl is numerically stable.

However, if a < 0 and Ä is near to singularity, it is possible that rounding error could

cause the diagonal elements 3, to become zero or arbitrarily small. In such cases,

it is also possible that the d¡ could change sign, even when the modification may be

known from theoretical analysis to give a positive definite factorization. It may then

be advantageous to use one of the following methods, because with these the resulting

matrix will be positive definite regardless of any numerical errors made.

Method Cl. Using Householder Matrices. In this method, the factorization

(11) is performed using Householder matrices. To do this, we must write

Ä = LDU2(I + avvT)Dl/2LT,

where v is the solution of the equations LDl/2v = z. The matrix / + avvT can be

factorized into the form

(15) / + avv    = (/ + avvT)iI + ovvT)

by choosing a = a/(l + (1 + avTv)1/2).

The expression under the root sign is a positive multiple of the determinant of Ä.

If Ä is positive definite c will be real.

We now perform the Householder reduction of / + o-vvT to lower-triangular

form

t = (/ + crvvT)PxP2 ■■■ Pn_,.

We will only consider application of the first Householder matrix Px. The effect

of the remainder can easily be deduced.

Let Px = I + uut/t and partition v in the form vT = [vx • wT]. The (1, 1) element

of / + <rvvT is then 0=1 + crr^2 and Px must reduce the vector [0 • avxwT] to a

multiple oí exT. Using the relations of Section 2, we define

p2 = f + a2v\wTw,

«i = 9 + p   and

t = -p«j.

(Note that we have taken p = +(p2)1/2, because we know that 6 > 0.) Now u has
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the form

uT = [ux \ trvxwT],

i.e., the vector of elements u2, • • • , «„ is a multiple of the vector w.

The result of applying the first Householder transformation can therefore be

written as

(/ + o-vv)
(<+,»')-

5w

0

/ + cww

for suitable values of the scalars 5 and <r which will be determined as follows. The

first column is given by

-7

Sw

= (I + <twt)

1 + <rv\

vvxw

ex + - uxu
T

<7VXW

I +  <TWWT

l+-u\

UxrjVxW

which implies that

5w = ( 1 H— ux\o-vxw -\— uxcrvxil + awTw)\

so

S = ( 1 -|-u\\uvx -\-«icri^l + <xwTw).

A small amount of algebraic manipulation gives

5 = — a — (2 + av v).
P

Similarly, for the scalar à, we have

/ + äwwT = [avxw | I + <twwt]

1
- UX<TVXW

/ -j-er vxww
T

giving

1 22i ,      1      2  2     i      1      3  2     r
er = - uxa i?! + <r H-<jvx -\-<r vxw w

which can be shown to be equal to

1   n   ,    ^      «1 + P)<r =-cr(l + p) = .      .•
T p(ö + p)
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The in — 1) X (n — 1) submatrix / + âwwT has the same structure as I + avvT

and a Householder matrix can be applied in exactly the same fashion. It can be

shown that

1 + awTw = - (1 + <tvtv)
P

and so the sign choice in the definition of each of the Householder matrices remains

the same.

For notational convenience, we will write p,, B¡, S,-, and er,+1 for the quantities

p, 9, 5, and <x at the jth step of the reduction, and use p, 5 for the vectors (p,), (5,).

The full reduction is now

(/ + o-vvT)PxP2 ■ ■ ■ P„_i = R(5, v, -pf

which gives

Ä = LDl/2R(8,v, -p)TR(8,v, -p)DU2LT.

From Lemma II, we have

RiS,v, -p)DU2 = Rio, DW2v, p) =  D1/2RiD~1/25,p, p) = DW2TRiß, p, e),

where

T = diag(Pl),

jl/2 1
P, = d,  Vj

> ,       J — I, • ■ • , n.

ßi = -8i/id)/2pi)\

(Note that p is the solution of Lp = z, as before.)

Following our convention for unit-triangular matrices, we define

¿0,0, e) = R(ß,p,e)T.

The net result is that

L = LLip,ß,e)    and    D = TDT,

which must be analytically equivalent to the factors obtained by Algorithm Cl.

What we have done is find alternative expressions for 0, and 3,, the most important

being 3, = p2di. Since p2 is computed as a sum of squares, this expression guarantees

that the computed 3, can never become negative. In Algorithm Cl, the corresponding

relation is 3, = d¡ + a,-/),-2 where sign(a,) = sign(a). If a < 0 and LDLT is nearly

singular, it is possible that rounding errors could give 3, « 0. In such cases, Algo-

rithm C2 is to be preferred.

The analytical equivalence of the two algorithms can be seen through the relation

between a, and tr,. For example, Eq. (15) implies that

ax = <rxi2 + o-xvTv)

and if this is substituted into dx = dx + otxpx2 we get

dx = pxdx,
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which agrees with D = I\Dr. In general, if we define

«, = <Ti\l + o-j Y Ú) >

the expression for S, simplifies, giving

rt_&i_ _   «i-Pf    _ «,-Pi   _ «i/>t
Pi    — .1/2 —      ,1/2 —,        2   —       —

«i     Pi «i     Pi «,P, ci,

which is the expression obtained for 0, in Algorithm Cl. In practice, we retain this

form for Algorithm C2. The method for computing L from L and U,p, 0, e) is also

the same as before. The iteration can be summarized as follows.

Algorithm C2.
1. Solve Lp = z.

2. Define

wT   = 2,

7 = 1,2,
s, =  Y pVdi = Y Ii

i-i i-i

«i = a,

<r, = «/[l + (1 + asxy/2].

3.   For _/ = 1, 2, • • • , «, compute

(a) <?, = p2/di,

(b) 0, = 1 + er,?,,

(c) s,+i = s, — «7i,

(d) p2 = 0- + »*?,*,+,,

(e) dj = p2dj,

if) 0, = a,p,/dt,

(g) a, + i = oii/p2,

(h)        cr, + 1 =  <r,(l + Pi)/[pii9, + p,)\,

(0 ^ ,       r = j + 1,7 + 2, ••• , «.

í;,. - /r;. + 0,w<'+1,J

Note that the initial back substitution takes place separately from the computation

of L(p, 0, e), because of the need to compute the vector p before computing sx. This

adds n2/2 -f 0(n) multiplications to the method but ensures that the algorithm will

always yield a positive definite factorization even under extreme circumstances and

allows L to be computed by either the forward or backward recurrence relations

given in Lemma V. The method requires 3n2/2 + O'ri) multiplications and n + 1

square roots.

Method C3.    Using Givens Matrices I.   One of the most obvious methods of

modifying the Cholesky factors of A in the particular case when a > 0 is as follows.
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Consider the reduction of the matrix [a1/2z • RT] to lower-triangular form, i.e.,

[a1/2z j RT)P= [RT ; 0],

where P is a sequence of Givens matrices of the form P = P2P32 ■ ■ ■ Pn+Xn. We have

iRT ; o]

0

= RTR = W/2z \ RT]PP'
1/2  T

a    z
= R R + azz7

Consequently, RT is the required factor.

This algorithm can be generalized when a < 0. The rank-one modification will

be written as

RTR = RTR - azzT,       a > 0,

for convenience. The vector p is computed such that

RTP = z,

and we set

52 = (1 — apTp)/a.

We now form the matrix

~p  ! R
i

A   !     0.

and premultiply by an orthogonal matrix P of the form P = Pxn+1 • • • Pn.1n+1Pn

such that the vector p is reduced to zero. This gives

p  \ R 0

A !  o_

in which case the following relations must hold

(16) pTp + 52 = S2,

(17) Rtp = Sor,

(18) RTR = 7T.8 + rrr.

Equation (16) implies that ô02 = l/a, Eq. (17) implies that r = z/80 = a1/2z, and,

finally, (18) gives RTR = RTR + azzT, as required. This method requires 5n2/2 + O'ri)

multiplications and n + 1 square roots.

Method C4.    Using Givens Matrices II.   For this method, we shall be modifying

the factorization

RTR = RTR + azzT.

From this equation we have

(19) Ä = RTiI + appT)R,

where RTp = z. We can write Ä in the form

(20) Ä = RTPTPiI + appT)PTPR,

.Oo i r .
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where P is an orthogonal matrix. The matrix P is chosen as a product of Givens

matrices such that

(21) Pp = P\P23 ■ ■ ■ K-IK^P = pe„

where \p\ = \\p\\2. Eq. (19) can be written as

Ä = RTPTiI + ao2exeTx)PR.

As each Givens matrix Pj+X' is formed, it is multiplied into the upper-triangular

matrix R. This has the effect of filling in the subdiagonal elements of R to give an

upper-Hessenberg matrix H. We have

H = PR,        Ä = HT fJH,

where J is an identity matrix except for the (1, 1) element which has the value

(1 + apTp)l/2. If À is positive definite, the square root will be real. The formation

of the product JH modifies the first row of H to give H which is still upper Hessen-

berg.

A second sequence of Givens matrices is now chosen to reduce H to upper-

triangular form, i.e.,

PR = PT'PT-l ■ ■ ■ P¡Pl2H = R.

Then

A = RTR = RTPTPR = RTR

as required. This algorithm requires 9«2/2 + Oin) multiplications and 2n — 1 square

roots.

Method C5.    Using Givens Matrices III.   If we write Eq. (19) as in Method C2,

viz.

Ä = RTiI + cppT)U + oppT)R,

where er = ex/(l + (1 + apTp)1/2). If P is the matrix defined in (21), we can write

(22) Ä = RTiI + tjppT)PTPiI + <rppT)R = RTHTHR,

where H = P(/ + o-ppT) = P + <rpexpT. According to Lemma I, 7? is a special upper-

Hessenberg matrix of the form P = Hviß, p, y) for some vectors p, ß and y. Now

the first row of P is a multiple of pT by definition, and, furthermore, Pp = pei implies

thatp = pPTex, so the first row of P is also a multiple of/?. From Lemma II, it follows

that by choosing pn = /?„ when forming P as a special matrix, we can ensure that

P = Huiß, p, y) for some 0 and y.

Assuming this choice of pn is made, we have

H = Hv(ß, P, y) + <rpexpT = Hviß, p, y)

where 0 differs from ß only in the first element, i.e. 0 = 0 + <rpex. Now H can be

reduced to upper-triangular form 7^ by a second sequence of Givens matrices P:

PH = K~lK-\ ■ ■ ■ p\p\h = R.

It can be readily shown that R is of the form

R = Riß, p, ?)
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where the vectors 0 and 7 are given by the following recurrence relations:

0i;1.

2.
ii =

0i   = Cjtlj  + s ¡ß j

y i = CjriiPi + 5,7,-f ,        /' = 1, 2, • ■ • , n -   1;

Vi + l   =  SjVi   — Cjßi

3. 7t. = y„-

The quantities c, and s¡ are the elements of the Givens matrices in P. They reduce

the subdiagonal elements 7, of H to zero at each stage, and are defined in the usual

way. The final product R = RR can be computed using Lemma V.

This algorithm requires In2 + 0(n) multiplications and In — 1 square roots.

The work has been reduced, relative to Method C4, by accumulating both sequences

of Givens matrices into the special matrix jR and modifying R just once, rather than

twice.

4. Modification of the Complete Orthogonal Factorization.    If A is an m X n

matrix of rank t, m H n, t £ n, the complete orthogonal factorization of A is

(23) QAZ =
R 1

oT
where Q is an m X m orthogonal matrix, Z an n X n orthogonal matrix and R a

t X t upper-triangular matrix (see Faddeev et al. [3], Hanson and Lawson [10]).

The pseudo-inverse of A is given by

A+ = Z
r-1 :0

0    1   0_

In order to obtain the pseudo-inverse of À = A + yzT, where y and z are m and n

vectors respectively, we consider modifying the complete orthogonal factorization

of A. (With no loss of generality we have omitted the scalar a.)

From Eq. (23), we have

r* : 0"

0  ! 0
QÄZ = 1       7

+ pq

where p = Qy and q = ZTz. If the vectors p and q are partitioned as follows:

P = Q =

«   J} m — t

we can choose Qx and Zx to be either single Householder matrices or products of

Givens matrices such that

<2i« = aex    and w Zx = ßex,

where a and 0 are scalars such that \a\ = ||iï||2 and |0| = ||m>||2. Note that application

of these matrices leaves the matrix R unchanged. For convenience, we will now work
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with the (t + 1) X (t + 1) matrix Sx which is defined as

Si =

o ; o.
+ [wT ; 0].

We next perform two major steps which will be called sweeps.

First Sweep.   Choose an orthogonal matrix Q x x such that

(?„[-?-] = P2P2    ••P!"1Pi+i[^-]=7i,i

where 7i2 = ||m||22 + a2. If Sx is multiplied on the left by Qlx and the resulting

product defined as Sn, we have

Su = ÔnSi =
ri, !   0

tin

+ 7i<?it>r : 0] = fu ¡ 7i0

LRii!    0 J

where R11 is an upper-triangular matrix. The t diagonal elements of R x x are filled

in one at a time by the application of each 2X2 orthogonal matrix. We have defined

-T T      i T
rn = r„ + yxw .

Second Sweep. We now construct an orthogonal matrix ßm which, when

applied to 5n from the left, reduces S1X to upper-triangular form. If this triangular

matrix is defined as 5m, we have

S„i = Qx
>ii   ¡7.0"

Jtii I 0 _

^m i Sin

. o   ! 5„J

where Qxxx is of the form

ff+l *3'2-

The matrix S m may or may not be the upper-triangular matrix required, depending

upon p(Ä), the rank of À. The different cases that can arise are summarized in the

following table:

= 0

^ 0

PÍA) = t   or   r — 1

p(A) = t

* 0

PÍA) = t

P(A) =1+1

Cease I.    a 9a 0, 0 ^ 0.   In this case, S m has full rank and

■Rm  i   Sin R.
i Om_
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The final orthogonal matrix Q is given by

(24)

and

Q =
Qu

0

t + 1

0

/ 0

<+ 1

z = z
I

0

0

Zi

7

0

t

0

Öi .

Case II.    a 7* 0, 0 = 0.   If the first and second sweeps are followed carefully,

it can be seen that Si 11 is of the form

Sin —
H

i.e., Si 11 = 0 and 8 x x ¡ = 0. As in Case I, SXIl is in the required form and we define

the modified factors accordingly.

Case III.    a = 0, 0 t¿ 0.   The first orthogonal transformation of the first sweep

is an identity, and the matrix Si ! has the form

Su -

0       0   J

f

i - 1

Application of the second sweep (Qxxx) gives the matrix Si x ¡ in the form
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Sin —

i.e., 5,„ = 0.
An orthogonal matrix Zx, is now applied on the right to reduce sT x T to zero, thus

5*7      _    o       jyl      Pi_1 Dt-2 D*1        _
iii^ii —  »Jin-fi+i* e + i'i + i *i + i  —

R \   0

o ! o

The modified factors are Q as defined in (22), and

z = z
zx\

Zu    I

Case IV.    a = 0, 0 = 0, p(A) = t.   The matrix Si i x has the following form:

Sin —

0   J

U + i

If the diagonal elements of Rllx are all nonzero, then rank(^) = rank(Äm) = t

and the factors are completely determined. Otherwise, exactly one of the diagonal

elements of RIlx may be zero, since the rank of À can drop to t — 1. In this case,

two more partial sweeps must be made to reduce Rxxx to strictly upper-triangular

form, as follows.

Case V.   a = 0, 0 = 0, piÀ) = t — 1.    Suppose that the fcth diagonal of R x 11

is zero. The matrix can be partitioned in the form
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k -  1 t - k

527

^ni

k - 1

where R1V, Rv are upper-triangular with dimensions (k — 1) X (fc — 1) and (t — k) X

(/ — k), respectively. An orthogonal transformation Qxv is now applied on the left

to reduce the submatrix

"iv

L*vJ

to upper-triangular form in exactly the same way as the first sweep. Similarly, a

transformation Zu is applied (independently) from the right to reduce sIV to zero

in the submatrix [Rxv sxv]. Thus

QivRuiZu —

where ßiv = P.**,-.1 ■■■ Pt+2*Pt+i* and Z„ = Pf1?,,— ■■■ Pk2Pk\

Finally, a permutation matrix Z,n is applied to move the column of zeros to

the right:

R,V    I 0 w

Rv

0

■Zni —

Riv   w

Rv

0

0

0   J

R

0

0

0

The modified factors are
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and

Q =
(IV    I

z = z

Öi Gi

Zi

Zn

/ J

Zu

ßl J

Q

The number of operations necessary to compute the modified factors are sum-

marized in the following table:

Description Order of multiplications

Compute p, q

Determine a, 0

First sweep

Second sweep

Additional computation for case III

♦Additional computation for case V

m2 + n2

4m(m - t) + 4n'n — t)

It2 + Amt

It2 + 4mt

It2 + 4nt

- t2 + Itin + m)

* It has been assumed that if W(k) is the amount of work when the fcth diagonal element of um

is zero, then the expected work is (l/f)£í_i W(k).

The maximum amount of computation necessary, which is of the order of 6f t2 +

5(m2 + n2) + 2/(3w — n) multiplications, will occur when Case V applies. In the

special case, when À and A are both of full column rank, then Z is the identity matrix

and the amount of computation is of the order of 5w2 + 4«2 + 4mn multiplications.

This reduces to 13n2 when m = n.
4.1. Use of Special Matrices. The number of operations can be decreased if some

of the properties of special matrices outlined in Section 2 are utilized. Each Givens

matrix must be multiplied into a Q matrix, Z matrix or upper-triangular matrix,

depending upon the current stage of the algorithm. These multiplications can be

performed by accumulating the product of each set of Givens matrices into the

associated special matrix. Each Qx, Zx, Qn, Zu, ■ ■ ■ , etc. will be either a special

matrix or a permutation matrix. The orthogonal matrices Qt, Zu • ■ • , etc. will be

formed, using Lemma I and Lemma II, as products of the form AXQU V iZu Anon,

ViiZii, ••• , etc. where Ar, Vr, An, Vir, ••• , etc. are diagonal matrices and

Qu Zu ••• , etc. are special upper- (lower-) Hessenberg matrices with unit sub-

(super-) diagonals. In addition, we assume that we modify the factorization

QAZ =
DV

0

i   0
"¡~ô

At the initial stage, DLT is unaffected by the pre- and post-multiplication with A,öi

and ZiVr. The products

/ !

o I
Ô-

Aiß,_
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can be formed using Lemma III, the diagonal matrices being kept separate from the

orthogonal products.

During the first sweep, we require the product

ßn

If this matrix is written in the form

Anon

r ;

o"7

DLT !   0

it can be evaluated by bringing the diagonal matrix D to the left of Q x x by suitably

altering the special matrix Qn to Qn' as in Lemma II. The remaining product

involving Qn' and LT can be formed using Lemma III with backward recurrence.

The multiplication of Q x / by the current orthogonal matrix is performed similarly

to that involving Q x except that again the diagonal A l must be brought through by

altering on to on" (say).
If the remainder of the computation is carried out using the same techniques as

those just described, the number of multiplications can be summarized as follows:

Description Order of multiplications

Compute/?, q

Determine a, 0

First sweep

Second sweep

Additional computation for case III

Additional computation for case V

2m(m t)

m2 + n2

- t) + ln(n

t2 + Imt

It2 + Imt

It2 + 2«i

- i2 + t(n + m)

The maximum amount of computation necessary is now of the order of 4\t2 +

3'm2 + n2) + t(3m — ri) multiplications, and this reduces to 3(m2 + n2) + Imn

multiplications in the full rank case. When n = m = t the algorithm requires

8n2 + 0(«) operations.

5. Special Rank-One Modifications. We now consider some special cases of

the complete orthogonal factorization which occur frequently, namely adding and

deleting rows and columns from A. These cases deserve special attention because

the modifications can be done in approximately half as many operations as in the

general case. Since, in most applications, A is of full column rank, we will deal

specifically with this case and modify the factorization

QA =
R

0

where A is m X n, m ^ n.

5.1. Adding and Deleting Rows of A.   We first consider adding a row aT to A.

Assuming, without loss of generality, that this row is added in the (m + l)th position,
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we have

ß

0

R

0 = T.

Elementary orthogonal transformations are now applied from the left to reduce aT

to zero while maintaining the triangularity of R. This is done by defining the sequence

ru> =  T     Tu+v = pim+xTu^       y= 1,2, •••  ,«,

where Pm+1' reduces the (m + 1, /')th element of TU) to zero. Note in particular the

effect on the column em+x which has been added to Q. The first n elements are filled

in one by one, thereby forming the last column of Q:

Pn       pn-1    t t (    pi
171 + 1*   771+1 S   171 + 1 ß

0

em+x = Q = [ßm  : í7m+i]    say.

Elements n + 1, n + 2, • ■ • , m of qm+x remain zero.

To remove a row from A, we now simply reverse the above process. This time,

we have

QA = ßm £7m +

R

0

0   J

t«

| m — n

II

giving QmÀ + qm+xaT = QA. Transformations Pmm+l, Pm-im+l, ■••  , Pim+1 are

chosen such that

n ^_    pTO+l nm+1 pm+1 _

The last n transformations each introduce a nonzero into the bottom row of

R

0

I  0   J

(from right to left), giving

PQA =

R

0

Looking at the effect on the various partitions of Q, we have

PQ =

and, since PQ is orthogonal, it follows immediately that u = 0. Thus
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PQ\
Ä

T

Q

o

R

0

T

Ä
T

so that r = a, and also

QA =
R

0

as required.

Often, it is necessary to modify R without the help of Q. In this case, we really

want R such that

RTR = RTR ± aaT,

so, clearly, the methods of Section 3 would be applicable. Alternatively, we can

continue to use elementary orthogonal transformations as just described. Adding

a row to A is simple because Q was not required in any case. To delete a row, we

first solve RTp = a and compute ô2 = 1 — \\p\\2. The vector

(25)

P

0

5

\n

\m — n

II

now plays exactly the same role as £7m+1 above. Dropping the unnecessary zeros in the

center of this vector, we have

P,+1 ~n-l ~n

R

0

where as usual, the sequence {P,n+1} has the effect of reducing p in (23) to zero and

introducing the vector rT beneath R. Since the P,"+1 are orthogonal, it follows that

0

~Rr~

0

1

R

T

{   PT
P

8

R

0

or

RTR +

+ S2

Rtp

PTR

RTR

so that r = RTp = a, and RTR = RTR — aaT as required.

5.2. Adding and Deleting Columns of A.   Suppose a column is added to the

matrix A, giving

Ä = [A  \ a].
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Since

we have

(26)

QA

QÄ

R

0

R !   u

o ! p.

where [uT • vT] = aTQT and u and p are n and m — n vectors, respectively. If an

orthogonal matrix P is constructed such that

u

y

where y = ± ||c||2, then, premultiplying (24) by P leaves the upper-triangular matrix

R unchanged and the new factors of À are

R =
R   i   u

{   0    ,   7   J

and   ß = PQ.

This method represents just a columnwise recursive definition of the QR factorization

of A.
When Q is not stored or is unavailable, the vector u can be found by solving the

system

RTu = ATa.

The scalar y is then given by the relation

2 I I     I |2 I !      I 12

7    =   IH|2  -   ll"l|2-

Rounding errors could cause this method to fail, however, if the new column a is

nearly dependent on the columns of A. In fact, if R is built up by a sequence of these

modifications, in which the columns of A are added one by one, the process is exactly

that of computing the product B = ATA and finding the Cholesky factorization

B = RTR. It is well known that this is numerically less satisfactory than computing

R using orthogonal matrices. In some applications, the sth column of Q is available

even when Q is not and, consequently, 7 can be cpmputed more accurately from the

relationship 7 = aTq„ where q, is the sth column of Q.

Some improvement in accuracy can also be obtained on machines which have

the facility for performing the double-length accumulation of inner-products. In

this case, the ith element of u is set to

K,  =
1

Y auüi — Y ui'i.

where the two inner-products are formed as a single sum. Despite these improvements,

this is still numerically less satisfactory than the previous method where Q was

available.
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A further possibility of improving the method arises when one column is being

deleted and another is being added. A new column replacing the deleted column is

equivalent to a rank-two change in ATA and can be performed by any one of the

methods given in Section 3. Even this is still not ideal, since the computation of the

rank-one vectors require the matrix vector product AT(a — a), where a is the column

being added and à is the column being deleted.

Finally, we describe how to modify the factors when a column is deleted from A.

It will be assumed that À is obtained from A by deleting the sth column, which as

usual will be denoted by a. Deleting the sth column of R gives

QÄ-

Rx

0

0

T,

T,

0   .

}f- 1

}n - s + I

\m — n

where Rx is an (s — 1) X (s — 1) upper-triangular matrix, Tx is an (s — 1) X (n — s)

rectangular matrix and T2 is an (n — s + 1) X (n — s) upper-Hessenberg matrix.

For example, with n = 5, s = 3 and m = 7, we have

Rx

0

0

Let partition T2 be of the form

T2 =

Tx

T2

0

x x

0 x

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

o 0

x x

x x

x x

X X

0 x

0 0

0 0

We now choose an orthogonal matrix P which reduces T2 to upper-triangular form,

using one of the methods described earlier. Thus

PT2 =

where P is of the form P

^is

*2

0 1

■ P32P2\ The modified triangular factor for
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Rx

0

0

Tx

R2

0 } m — n + 1

If Q is to be updated also, the appropriate rows must be modified; thus

ß =

ßi

ß2

ß3

I« -s+ 1,       ß =

ßi

PQ2

lß3

It is sometimes profitable to regard this computation from a different point of

view. The partitions of T2 satisfy the relation R2TR2 = R2TR2 + rrT, and this is

analogous to the equation RTR = RTR + aaT which holds when we add a row aT

to A. We conclude that deleting a column may be accomplished by essentially the

same techniques as used for adding a row.

6. Conclusions. In this report, we have presented a comprehensive set of

methods which can be used to modify nearly all the factorizations most frequently

used in numerical linear algebra. It has not been our purpose to recommend a par-

ticular method where more than one exist. Although the amount of computation

required for each is given, this will not be the only consideration since the relative

efficiencies of the algorithms may alter when applied to particular problems. An

example of this is when the Cholesky factors of a positive definite matrix are stored

in product form. In this case, the choice of algorithm is restricted to those that form

the special matrices explicitly. The relative efficiencies of Methods Cl and C2 are

consequently altered.
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